Modifying growth curve parameters by multitrait genomic selection.
The use of genomic selection for changing the growth curve shape of animals, acting simultaneously on the 3 parameters of a Gompertz growth curve, was studied using computer simulation. Results showed that genomic selection modified the growth curve. Responses to all selection criteria were accompanied with a correlated response in mature weight due to the high genetic correlations between mature weight and the 2 rate parameters. Responses to selection were affected by the loss of accuracy over generations of genomic selection due to the loss of gametic disequilibrium between SNP and genes determining the parameters. In conclusion, genomic selection can be used for changing growth curve parameters. However, changing the whole curve (birth weight, adult BW, and curve shape) is not easy due to the correlation between all BW along the growth of the animal. Applying genomic selection will require a constant reevaluation of the associations between SNP and genes determining the curve parameters.